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Look for secret key clues 
throughout her grammar lesson to 
discover Ann Smith's identity and 
her mission, and report your 
results to the Secretary via coded 
messages.

As always, should you be 
identified, the Secretary will 
disavow any knowledge of your 
actions.

This message will self-destruct in 
5 seconds.

She goes by the name,
Ann Smith. Seemingly, 
a kind and nerdy 
online grammar
teacher, our agency 

has unmasked her 
real identity as an
enemy secret agent.

Our secretary has ordered the 
agency to learn the true identity
of Ms. Smith. Your mission, should 
you choose to accept it, is to 
infiltrate her online grammar 
class as a student and pressure 
her to turn to our side and 
become a double agent.
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LANGUAGE CONVENTIONS LESSON #8

Mechanics

With compound subjects or objects, if each of the nouns possesses the same item, use an apostrophe then an s at the end of each noun. 

Example: Eric’s and Victor’s backpacks 

If both or all of the nouns share ownership of the item, place an apostrophe then an s at the end of the last noun listed. 

Example: Kayla and Emma’s pizza

Guided Practice: We saw my father-in-laws’ new golf clubs and my two sister-in-law’s new golf bags at Tom and Sherry’s house. Tom’s and 

Sherrys hobbies were cooking and needlepoint. 



LANGUAGE CONVENTIONS LESSON #8

Grammar and Usage

An adverb modifies a verb, an adjective, or an adverb and answers What degree? How? Where? When? 

Examples: carefully, later, there, less

Adverbs are very flexible in English. The adverb may be found before or after the words they modify to make verbs, adjectives, or other 

adverbs more specific. 

Examples: Slowly, the man climbed the stairs. The man slowly climbed the stairs. 

As a matter of good writing style, place shorter adverbial phrases in front of longer ones.

Example: We ran more slowly, yet more purposefully. 

Also, place specific adverbs before general ones.

Example: We ran to the corner, then everywhere.

When using more than one adverb in a sentence, follow this order of adverbial functions: 

What Degree-How-Where- When.

Example: She sings more enthusiastically on the stage each night before closing.

Guided Practice: I drove quickly, but got very late there.



IDENTIFY THE ADVERBS WHICH FIT INTO EACH ICE CREAM ADVERB CATEGORY. SOME WORDS WILL NOT 
FIT BECAUSE THEY ARE ADJECTIVES. DRAG THE BARS INTO THE SECRET FILE TO CHECK YOUR ANSWERS.

ADVERBS
fast, always, now, twenty,
normally, secretly, toward,
energetic, seldom, tonight, 
outside, fortunately, 
naughty, above, frequently, 
proud, emotional, anxious



SECRET RECORDING...
PLAY THE SONG AND FINISH THE 
LINE: 

An adverb modifies an adjective, 
adverb, or verb with What Degree, 
How, Where, or                         .

CLICK TO PLAY 

IDENTIFY THE ADVERBS AND TYPES OF ADVERBS IN EACH LINE: 
WD FOR WHAT DEGREE; H FOR HOW; W FOR WHERE; AND WN FOR WHEN. 
DRAG THE BARS INTO THE SECRET FILE TO CHECK YOUR ANSWERS.

ADVERBS           WD,H,W,WN



LANGUAGE CONVENTIONS LESSON #8

Sentence Diagram

Writing Application

Apply what you have learned to respond to this quote.

Mechanics Dictation

Apply the mechanics rules to write the sentence dictation.

Grammar and Usage Dictation

Apply what you have learned to respond to this quote.

Adverbs are placed below the parts of speech they 

modify in sentence diagrams. Add these words to the 

sentence diagram: “almost” and “silently.” 



CRACK THE CODE!

We've hacked Ann Smith's text message to an 
associate. Decipher the code and then 
delete the rectangles to check your work. 

CLUE #2
HOW OLD IS ANN SMITH?

ANSWER:







http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=jSPgamWkL8o
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ot-OuyP7b08




http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=VpdrzBkjQRQ




Self-correcting 

Google forms tests

Google sheets




